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A B S T R A C T

Pancreatic β-cells are responsible for maintaining glucose homeostasis. Therefore, their dysregulation leads to
diabetes. Pancreas or islet transplants can be used to treat diabetes but these human tissues remain in short
supply. Significant progress has now been made in differentiating human pluripotent stem cells (hPSCs) such as
human embryonic stem cells (hESCs) or human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs) into pancreatic β-like
cells for potential cell replacement therapy. Additionally, these hPSC-derived β-like cells represent a new in-
valuable model for studying diabetes disease mechanisms. Here, we review the use of hPSC-derived β-like cells
as a platform to model various types of defects in human β-cells in diabetes, comparing them against existing
animal models, ex vivo human islets and human β-cell line. We also discuss how hPSC-derived β-like cells are
being used as a platform for screening novel therapeutic compounds. Last but not least, we evaluate the strengths
and limitations of this human cell-based platform as an avenue to study and reveal new insights into human β-
cell biology.

1. Introduction

About 9 % of the world’s population suffers from diabetes mellitus
[1]. Diabetes is typically characterized by a loss of pancreatic β-cells,
e.g. autoimmune destruction of pancreatic β-cells in type 1 diabetes
(T1D) patients, or insulin resistance coupled with eventual β-cell ex-
haustion in type 2 diabetes (T2D) patients. In T1D, there is an absolute
requirement for exogenous insulin, and even then, this treatment is
suboptimal due to the risk of hypoglycemia. While cell replacement
therapy through allogenic whole pancreas or human islet transplanta-
tion via the Edmonton protocol [2] can improve glycaemic control
significantly, there is a need for long-term immunosuppressants. In this
regard, the recent availability of patient-specific human pluripotent
stem cell (hPSC)-derived pancreatic β-like cells is an attractive, highly
renewable source of cells for autologous transplantation. On the other
hand, β-cell dysfunction is thought to be integral to the pathogenesis of
T2D. While β-cells are still available and functional at the initial diag-
nosis of T2D, there is functional decline over time. Unfortunately, none
of the existing diabetes therapies have been shown to preserve β-cell
function in T2D. Therefore, an ability to sustain the existing β-cell mass
or enhance their function will be of significant value. hPSC-derived β-

like cells can thus provide an opportunity to study factors that influence
β-cell function relevant to T2D.

In this review, we discuss the recent advances in β-cell differentia-
tion from hPSCs, as well as studies that model diabetes using human
induced pluripotent cell (hiPSC)-derived β-like cells from diabetic pa-
tients. Following this, we compare the strengths and weaknesses of
using hPSC-derived β-cells, ex vivo human islets or animal models as
platforms to study human β-cell function. We also summarise the cur-
rent advances in using hPSC-derived β-cells as a platform for drug
screening. Finally, we discuss new technologies and future studies that
could help to advance the application of hPSC-derived β-cells in pan-
creatic studies and in therapies against diabetes (Fig. 1).

2. Advances in β-cell differentiation from human pluripotent stem
cells (hPSCs)

Human pluripotent stem cells (hPSCs) comprise of the blastocyst-
derived human embryonic stem cells (hESCs) [3] and human somatic
cell-derived induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs) [4,5]. These cells
have the ability to self-renew indefinitely in vitro while having the
potential to differentiate into any of the three germ layers: definitive
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endoderm, mesoderm or ectoderm.
With the immense potential of hPSCs, many research groups have

been actively devising differentiation protocols to differentiate hPSCs
into pancreatic β-like cells over the past decade [6–10]. Notably, in
2014, Rezania et al. reported a breakthrough study that successfully
generated insulin-expressing β-like cells from hPSCs [6]. The β-like
cells were capable of maturing into glucose-responsive insulin-secreting
cells and restoring the blood glucose levels of STZ-induced diabetic
mice, thereby reversing diabetes in vivo. Similarly, Pagliuca et al. de-
veloped a differentiation protocol to generate hPSC-derived β-like cells
which were responsive to glucose challenges in vitro and bore functional
resemblance to bona fide adult β-cells [9]. Russ et al. published a dif-
ferentiation protocol that omitted the use of BMP inhibitors such as
Noggin during pancreatic specification to avoid precocious endocrine
formation, followed by treatment with retinoic acid and a combination
of EGF/KGF to efficiently generate pancreatic progenitors that were
then differentiated into glucose‐responsive β‐like cells in vitro [10].
These β‐like cells remained functional after transplantation under the
kidney capsule of immunodeficient mice, and reduced blood glucose
levels in STZ-induced diabetic mice.

More recently, several efforts have been made to further optimise
the differentiation protocols to improve the efficiency of generating β-
like cells. Using a transient demethylation treatment, Manzar et al. were
able to generate insulin-producing cells from T1D hiPSCs that were
initially resistant to differentiation [11]. Transient demethylation
treatment with 5-Aza-2′-deoxycytidine (5-Aza-DC), a potent demethy-
lating agent, significantly improved the yield of glucose-responsive
insulin-producing cells. When these cells were transplanted into STZ-
induced diabetic immunodeficient mice, hyperglycaemia was reduced
and the mice became normoglycaemic within 28 days. Similarly, Wang

et al. also demonstrated that DNA demethylation could improve the
efficiency of β-cell differentiation [12]. Together, this suggests that
demethylating agents can enhance stem cell responses to differentiation
stimuli to increase the efficiency of generating insulin-producing cells
from diabetic hiPSCs.

Besides demethylation, Hippo-YAP signalling is also implicated in β-
cell differentiation. YAP is downregulated during endocrine
differentiation, thereby enhancing β-cell differentiation and improving
insulin secretion. Verteporfin, a YAP inhibitor, was demonstrated to
increase the percentage of NGN3+ and C-peptide+/NKX6.1+ cells,
leading to increased insulin secretion. In contrast, the overexpression of
YAP led to reciprocal outcomes [13].

Veres et al. further modified their previous β-cell differentiation
protocol and demonstrated that late-stage β-like cells could actually
maintain glucose-responsiveness in the absence of serum and growth
factors in Stage 6 media. They then used non-β-cell-specific CD49a cell
surface marker to sort β-cells to increase their purity and functionality.
However, these β-like cells still lacked several key β-cell markers such
as MAFA and SIX3 [14].

Another recent practice involved the dissociation of late-stage β-like
cells before reaggregating them. Veres et al. showed that these reag-
gregated cells had improved insulin secretion function. Similarly, Nair
et al. used Mel1 INSGFP/WT hESCs, differentiated them into β-like cells,
sorted for GFP+ cells and reaggregated them into clusters. These re-
aggregated β-like cells exhibited similar profiles in calcium signalling,
dynamic C-peptide secretion and improved functionality comparable to
human islets [15].

Fig. 1. Uses of hiPSC-derived pancreatic β-like cells. Fibroblasts or peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) are collected from patients and reprogrammed into
hiPSCs, and subsequently differentiated into pancreatic β-like cells. These β-like cells can be utilized for modelling various types of diabetes and for drug and toxicity
screening. They can also be adopted in newer technologies such as single cell RNA-Sequencing, making hypoimmunogenic cells, organ-on-a-chip devices, and
promoting vascularization of the β-like cells.
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3. Modelling defects in human pancreatic β-cells using human
pluripotent stem cells

There are two ways to model genetic defects in human pancreatic β-
cells using hPSCs: 1) by using hiPSCs derived from diabetic patients
with known genetic mutations/variants or 2) by genome editing of
diabetes-associated genes in hPSCs. Since the discovery of hiPSCs [4],
there have been multiple efforts in generating human induced plur-
ipotent stem cells (hiPSCs) from patients with diabetes over the past
decade (Table 1). hiPSCs are typically generated by reprogramming
patient skin fibroblasts or peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs)
using reprogramming factors OCT4, SOX2, KLF4 and c-MYC [16]. These
cells are an invaluable resource for studying diabetes disease mechan-
isms given that they harbour patient-specific, naturally-occurring mu-
tations that lead to or are associated with diabetes. With concurrent

advances in genome editing technologies, several research groups have
now combined genome editing in hPSCs and human pancreatic β-cell
differentiation to study the function of individual human pancreatic
genes [17]. Current genome editing tools such as zinc finger nucleases
(ZFNs), transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs) or the
recently popular clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic re-
peat (CRISPR)/Cas system can be applied in “wild-type/normal” hPSCs
to create known diabetes-related mutations or repair a mutation in
diabetes patient-derived hiPSCs to generate isogenic controls [18].

These hPSCs are then differentiated stepwise into insulin+ pan-
creatic β-like cells and tracked temporally over time to bring new in-
sights into mechanisms that are occurring during human β-cell devel-
opment. Pancreatic β-cells generated from diabetes patient-derived
hiPSCs are especially useful for studying their disease in vitro as the
hiPSCs contain unique mutations and specific genetic information of

Table 1
Summary of hiPSCs generated from patients with diabetes.

Type of Diabetes Gene Mutation Source of Somatic
Cells

Differentiation Lineage References

Mitochondrial Diabetes A3243 G in mtDNA Skin fibroblasts NA [100]
A3243 G in mtDNA Skin fibroblasts NA [101]

Wolfram syndrome WFS1 Skin fibroblasts Differentiated into β-like cells [21]
WFS1 Skin fibroblasts Differentiated into neural progenitor cells [102]

Neonatal Diabetes p.His204ValfsX97 in GATA6 Skin fibroblasts Differentiated into β-like cells [45]
c.1366C > T; Arg456Cys and GATA6c.1136–2A>G/+ in
GATA6

Skin fibroblasts Differentiated into β-like cells [103]

p.Met1Ile; INSATG>ATA in INS Skin fibroblasts Differentiated into pancreatic endocrine cells [104]
C96R and C109Y in INS Skin fibroblasts Differentiated into β-like cells [26]
K392R in STAT3 Skin fibroblasts Differentiated into pancreatic endocrine cells [37]

MODY1 p.Ile271fs in HNF4A Skin fibroblasts NA [16]
Skin fibroblasts Differentiated into β-like cells [29]

Q268X in HNF4A Skin fibroblasts Differentiated into primitive gut tube and pancreatic
progenitors

[28]

MODY2 V62A in GCK Skin fibroblasts NA [16]
MODY3 P291fsinsC in HNF1A Skin fibroblasts NA [16]

Cytosine 811 with thymidine: R to W/ deletion of
thymidine 1137 in HNF1A

Skin fibroblasts Differentiated into insulin-expressing cells [105]

p.S142 F in HNF1A PBMCs NA [106]
MODY4 P33 T and C18R in PDX1 Skin fibroblasts Differentiated into β-like cells [32]

C18R mutation in PDX1 Skin fibroblasts NA [107]
MODY5 g.1-1671del in HNF1B Skin fibroblasts NA [16]

R177X in HNF1B Skin fibroblasts Differentiated into β-like cells [108]
S148 L in HNF1B Skin fibroblasts Differentiated into pancreatic progenitors [33]

MODY8 C563fsX673 in CEL Skin fibroblasts NA [16]
MODY13 p.Glu227Lys in KCNJ11 PBMCs NA [109]
T2D NA Skin fibroblasts NA [110]

NA Skin fibroblasts Differentiated into cardiomyocytes [111]
NA Skin fibroblasts NA [112]
NA Skin fibroblasts NA [113]
NA Skin fibroblasts Differentiated into cardiomyocytes [114]
NA PBMCs Differentiated into pancreatic endoderm/ progenitor

cells
[115]

T1D NA Skin fibroblasts NA [110]
NA Skin fibroblasts Differentiated into glucose-responsive insulin

producing cells
[52]

NA Skin fibroblasts NA [112]
NA Skin fibroblasts NA [116]
NA Skin fibroblasts Differentiated into insulin producing cells [117]
NA Skin fibroblasts NA [118]
NA – Differentiated into early vascular cells and

engineered 3D vascular networks
[119]

NA Skin fibroblasts Differentiated into neurons [120]
NA Skin fibroblasts Differentiated into cardiomyocytes [121]
NA Skin fibroblasts Differentiated into pancreatic β-like cells [53]
NA PBMCs Differentiated into pancreatic endoderm/ progenitor

cells
[115]

NA Skin fibroblasts Differentiated into glucose-responsive insulin
producing cells

[122]

NA – Differentiated into glucose-responsive, insulin-
producing
cells

[11]

NA Skin fibroblasts Differentiated into insulin producing cells [55]
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the patients. Pancreatic β-cells generated from genome-edited hPSCs
are equally important as they either facilitate study of an artificial
human gene knockout (loss of both alleles), gene dosage studies via an
allelic series (wild-type, heterozygotes and homozygotes), or allow the
generation of gene-repaired isogenic controls for experimental com-
parisons. In the following section, we discuss the use of hiPSCs and
genome-edited hPSCs in modelling various diabetic conditions.

3.1. Monogenic diabetes implicated by endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress

Wolfram syndrome is an autosomal recessive genetic disorder that is
characterized by childhood-onset diabetes, diabetes insipidus, optic
atrophy, deafness and neurodegeneration. The disease is caused by
mutations in the WFS1 gene, which results in the destruction of pan-
creatic β-cells and neuronal cells. WFS1 encodes a transmembrane
protein that is localized to the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), where it
increases free Ca2+ concentration in the ER [19] and binds to calmo-
dulin in a Ca2+-dependent manner [20]. However, the molecular me-
chanisms relating WFS1 mutations to human β-cell dysfunction remain
unclear.

To examine the mechanisms behind β-cell failure in Wolfram syn-
drome, Shang et al. derived hiPSCs from patients with Wolfram syn-
drome and differentiated them into β-like cells [21]. The study showed
that WFS1 mutant β-like cells had elevated levels of ER stress markers
such as ATF6α and CHOP, increased activity of unfolded protein re-
sponse (UPR) pathways including PERK, IRE1 and ATF6, and reduced
insulin synthesis as compared to control cells. When the WFS1 mutant
β-like cells were subjected to additional ER stress, they displayed de-
fective insulin processing and impaired response to glucose. Further-
more, the study established that 4-phenyl butyric acid, a chemical
protein folding and trafficking chaperone could decrease the activity of
UPR pathways to rescue insulin synthesis and increase insulin secretion.
These results confirmed ER stress as a major cause of human β-cell
defect in Wolfram syndrome and suggest that chemical chaperones
could serve as therapeutic treatment for Wolfram syndrome. The use of
hiPSC-derived β-like cells to model Wolfram syndrome hence demon-
strated the involvement of UPR pathways in the disease, and estab-
lished a molecule that may be useful in treating β-cell dysfunction in
Wolfram syndrome.

Neonatal diabetes which is commonly caused by mutations in the
insulin gene, is another form of diabetes that is implicated by ER stress
[22]. Insulin gene mutations can result in the misfolding of proinsulin,
causing its retention in the ER. This has been suggested to increase ER
stress to activate the apoptosis of β-cells in rodent models [23]. Pre-
vious studies which investigated the Akita diabetic mouse model car-
rying the Ins2 C96Y mutation [23–25] reported a decreased pancreatic
β-cell mass that was shown to be due to Chop-mediated apoptosis [24].
In contrast, Balboa et al. used hiPSCs derived from neonatal diabetic
patients who carried C96R or C109Y mutations in the insulin gene,
differentiated them into β-like cells and demonstrated increased ex-
pression of ER stress markers such as BIP, MANF and GRP170, and
impaired proliferation of INS mutant β-like cells. However, there was
no evidence of increased apoptosis. Thus, although the cause of the
diabetes is similar in both hPSC models and in mice, the impact on β-
cell physiology appears to be different [26]. Beyond this first hiPSC-
based study, more studies are required using human β-cell models to
ascertain whether the impact of ER stress in rodent models is different
from humans, and if alternative therapeutic options (such as increased
β-cell proliferation) could be discovered beyond insulin replacement
therapy.

3.2. Transcription factor network alterations in maturity onset diabetes of
the young

Human maturity onset diabetes of the young (MODY) disease phe-
notypes caused by autosomal dominant gene mutations are usually not

recapitulated accurately in animal models [27]. Therefore, the under-
lying disease mechanisms for MODY in humans remain unclear.

Braverman-Gross et al. differentiated MODY1-derived hiPSCs har-
bouring a Q268X heterozygous mutation in the hepatocyte nuclear
factor 4 alpha (HNF4A) transcription factor towards the pancreatic
lineage to investigate the effects of MODY1 mutation on human en-
dodermal and pancreatic cells in a human cell-based model [28]. RNA-
Seq analysis revealed differential expression of HNF4A target genes
such as ETF, E2F and ELK1 in MODY1 pancreatic cells compared to
control cells, with genes that are downregulated in the mutant cells
having more HNF4A binding sites. This suggests that putative HNF4A
targets are not positively regulated when there is haploinsufficiency of
HNF4A in MODY1.

Likewise, Vethe et al. generated insulin+ cells from MODY1 patient-
derived hiPSCs in vitro, reporting that the HNF4A mutation I271fs does
not hinder INS expression nor insulin+ cell development [29]. Global
proteomic analysis comparing MODY1 insulin+ cells to human islets
revealed that MODY1 cells lack components that make them functional
β-cells. A recent study by Ng et al. revealed that the I271fs mutation in
HNF4A gene results in nuclear mislocalisation of the HNF4A protein
and reduction in overall HNF4A expression, thereby causing HNF4A
haploinsufficiency. The authors differentiated MODY1-hiPSCs into both
hepatic and pancreatic cells to demonstrate that the MODY1-HNF4A
mutation alters the early human foregut endoderm transcriptomic sig-
nature, thereby contributing to both the hepatic and β-cell defects ob-
served in MODY1 patients. This study is consistent with existing
MODY1 clinical phenotypes, and suggests that MODY1 is a develop-
mental disease as opposed to one merely characterised by late-stage
insulin secretory defects [30].

These hPSC-based MODY1 models recapitulate HNF4A hap-
loinsufficency conditions that could not be studied accurately in rodent
models because Hnf4α knockout mice are embryonic lethal, while stu-
dies of β-cell-specific Hnf4α heterozygous mice do not present with
overt diabetes. Therefore, these hPSC-based studies provided deeper
insights into HNF4A targets in human pancreatic cells, mutation-spe-
cific developmental defects and human β-cell network dysregulation
that are neither compatible nor possible with current Hnf4α hetero-
zygous mouse models.

More recently, Cardenas-Diaz et al. used CRISPR/Cas9-mediated
genome editing to create hepatocyte nuclear factor 1 alpha (HNF1A)
heterozygous and homozygous knockout mutations in hESCs, and dif-
ferentiated them into β-like cells to study MODY3 [31]. They found that
ablation of HNF1A results in a decrease in PAX4 and subsequent in-
crease in ARX gene expression, which leads to the de-repression of α-
cell genes, hence driving the pancreatic endocrine differentiation to-
ward increased α-cell populations. The mutant β-like cells failed to
increase insulin secretion at high glucose levels, and displayed mi-
tochondrial respiration defects. Additionally, the mutant β-like cells
had reduced expression of genes related to β-cell function and devel-
opment, such as HNF4A, PDX1, MT1F, MT1H, PCSK1, and ERO1LB.
Furthermore, the authors found reduced expression of a human-specific
long non-coding RNA, LINKA, in the mutant β-like cells. LINKA-defi-
cient β-like cells, generated using CRISPR/Cas9-mediated genome
editing, displayed mitochondrial respiration defects similar to that seen
in HNF1A mutant β-like cells, hence suggesting that LINKA regulates a
subset of HNF1A target genes that are involved in cellular respiration.
As LINKA is only present in primates but not in rodents, this hPSC-based
study identified a novel HNF1A target in human β-cells that is im-
plicated MODY3. This will not have been possible with mouse models.

Wang and colleagues studied two heterozygous PDX1 gene muta-
tions, P33 T and C18R, using patient-derived hiPSCs as well as isogenic
cell lines homozygous for either mutation. They found that the het-
erozygous gene mutations did not impair early pancreatic differentia-
tion but the homozygous P33 T mutation (PDX1P33T/P33T) resulted in
reduced PDX1 protein levels, hence affecting endocrine specification.
On the other hand, the PDX1P33T/P33T and PDX1C18R/C18R mutations
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both led to poorer β-cell development due to downregulation of PDX1
target genes such as NEUROD1, as well as deteriorated glucose re-
sponsiveness which reduces functionality [32]. They showed that these
mutations impair β-cell development, resulting in MODY4.

In another MODY study involving disease modelling of MODY5
caused by hepatocyte nuclear factor 1 beta (HNF1B) gene mutation, Teo
et al. derived hiPSCs from MODY5 patients harbouring an S148 L mu-
tation in the HNF1B gene and differentiated them into pancreatic pro-
genitors [33]. The study revealed that the MODY5 mutation resulted in
a compensatory upregulation of many pancreatic transcription factors
including PDX1, GATA4 and GATA6. This suggests that the HNF1B
mutation triggered a compensation in pancreatic transcriptional net-
work, which may account for the relatively late onset of diabetes in
MODY5 patients despite them having pancreatic hypoplasia. Further-
more, the study found a decrease in PAX6 gene expression in the mu-
tant pancreatic progenitors. PAX6 is known to directly regulate genes
involved in β-cell function [34], hence suggesting that the reduced
PAX6 expression is implicated in the β-cell dysfunction in MODY5.
These new insights into human β-cell biology could only be made
possible with hiPSC-derived pancreatic cells since Hnf1β heterozygous
mice do not show the pancreatic agenesis phenotype in humans
[35,36].

3.3. Monogenic diabetes disease modelling on STAT3, GATA6 and GLIS3
mutations

STAT3, a key component in cytokine signalling, has been identified
as a cause of permanent neonatal diabetes mellitus (PNDM). It is in-
volved in many processes, one of which is pancreatic development.
Saarimäki-Vire and colleagues generated hiPSCs from a patient with an
activating mutation, K392R, in STAT3 and differentiated them into
pancreatic progenitors. They found that cells with the mutation pre-
maturely differentiated into endocrine cells via activation of NEUROG3.
Cells with the mutation also preferentially differentiate into glucagon+

cells over insulin+ cells [37].
Another study reported mutations in GATA6, which can result in a

wide spectrum of diabetes including neonatal and adult-onset diabetes
[38]. Heterozygous mutations in GATA6 result in pancreatic agenesis in
humans [39]. However, the inactivation of one Gata6 allele failed to
induce pancreatic defects in mice [40], while the simultaneous deletion
of all Gata6 alleles and its sister gene Gata4 is required to reconstruct
the pancreatic agenesis phenotype observed in humans [41,42]. To
investigate the effects of human GATA6 haploinsufficiency on diabetes
pathogenesis, Shi et al. used CRISPR/Cas9-mediated genome editing to
knockout the GATA6 gene in hPSCs and directed them towards pan-
creatic lineage [43]. They demonstrated that the loss of one GATA6
allele reduced the generation of human pancreatic progenitors, hence
affecting their formation of β-like cells. This supports the hypothesis
that patients with heterozygous mutations in GATA6 are predisposed to
diabetes due to reduced β-cell numbers. The study also revealed that
the loss of one or both GATA4 alleles in GATA6-/+ hPSCs decreased the
generation of definitive endoderm and pancreatic progenitor cells,
hence suggesting that GATA4 dosage affects the GATA6+/- phenotype.
Additionally, Shi et al. introduced a patient-specific mutation R456C
into the GATA6 gene in hPSCs, and found similar effects to GATA6
deletion in the pancreatic cells. Overall, this study utilized CRISPR/
Cas9-mediated genome editing technology in hPSC-derived β-like cells
to model GATA6 haploinsufficiency, and revealed that the severity of
the diabetes phenotype in heterozygous GATA6 patients could be in-
fluenced by mutations in GATA4.

Likewise, Tiyaboonchai et al. generated both hiPSCs from a patient
who harboured a heterozygous GATA6 mutation and suffers from
pancreatic agenesis, as well as hPSCs with mutations created in both
GATA6 alleles using CRISPR/Cas genome editing, before differentiating
them along the pancreatic lineage [44]. The formation of definitive
endoderm was blocked by the GATA6 mutations, but could be rescued

with the re-expression of GATA1, GATA3, or GATA4. Overall, the study
revealed that β-like cells differentiated from hPSCs with GATA6 mu-
tations exhibit defective insulin processing and impaired insulin se-
cretion upon glucose stimulation. Hence, this proved that GATA6 plays
a crucial role in the formation of the definitive endoderm, pancreas and
the function of β-cells. These new insights were not possible with Gata6
heterozygous mice since they do not present with pancreatic pheno-
types [41].

The findings on GLIS3 mutations is another notable example of
hPSC-derived pancreatic β-cell platforms. GLIS3 mutations are known
to be implicated in T1D, T2D and neonatal diabetes. GLIS3 modulates
pancreatic β-cell apoptosis [45]. However, the downstream pathways
involved in GLIS3-mediated β-cell apoptosis remain unclear. To study
the role of GLIS3 in human pancreatic β-cell function, Amin et al. uti-
lized CRISPR/Cas genome editing to generate isogenic hESCs with
GLIS3mutations, before differentiating them into β-like cells [46]. They
revealed that the loss of GLIS3 resulted in increased apoptosis in the
late-stage pancreatic progenitors and β-like cells via the activation of
the TGFβ signalling pathway, hence impeding pancreatic differentia-
tion. In Glis3−/− mice in which the number of endocrine cells including
all subtypes is significantly decreased [47]. In contrast, the total size of
the human endocrine cell pool in the GLIS3−/− hESC-derived popula-
tion is not significantly affected, and the amount of ε-like and δ-like
cells increased at the expense of β-like cells. This disparity highlights
the divergence between mouse and human-based systems and empha-
sizes the significance of using human models to study diabetes-asso-
ciated genes. This study thus established the use of CRISPR/Cas genome
editing and β-cell differentiation as a platform to model GLIS3-asso-
ciated diabetes, to reveal the involvement of TGFβ signalling pathway
in the increased apoptosis of GLIS3 mutant β-like cells.

3.4. Type 2 diabetes (T2D) disease modelling

Population-based sequencing studies now implicate many mono-
genic diabetes genes in the genetics of T2D [48]. This implication al-
lows for the understanding of the complex nature of T2D genetics [49]
through understanding the effects of T2D variants present in these
monogenic diabetes genes. Lately, there have also been a few studies
that combined CRISPR/Cas-mediated genome editing technology and
pancreatic β-cell differentiation to investigate the roles of specific genes
that have been implicated in T2D. Zhu et al. combined the use of TA-
LENs and CRISPR/Cas-mediated genome editing and pancreatic β-cell
differentiation, to knock out several pancreatic transcription factors
that are associated with T2D [50]. The results revealed that RFX6 is
important for the formation of early pancreatic progenitor cells, and
that both copies of transcription factor PDX1 alleles are necessary for
normal pancreatic endocrine differentiation. In addition, the study
suggests that there may be NGN3-independent pro-endocrine pathway
(s) in humans that is/are not observed in mice. Therefore, this high-
lights that individuals with gene variants in certain pancreatic tran-
scription factors may have compromised β-cell development that pre-
disposes them to late-onset diabetes.

Similarly, Zeng et al. used CRISPR-based genome editing to create
isogenic hESCs with mutations in genes associated with T2D, and dif-
ferentiated them into pancreatic β-like cells [51]. The study found that
β-like cells with biallelic knockouts in candidate diabetes genes
CDKAL1, KCNQ1, or KCNJ11 resulted in impaired insulin secretion.
Furthermore, β-like cells with CDKAL1 mutations displayed β-cell de-
fects including hypersensitivity to glucotoxicity and lipotoxicity. Hence,
they have established an isogenic hESC-derived β-like cell platform to
study the roles played by T2D-associated genes in β-cell function.

3.5. Type 1 diabetes (T1D) disease modelling

In 2009, Maehr et al. reprogrammed the first hiPSCs from T1D pa-
tients, and differentiated them into insulin+ cells [52]. Similarly,
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Millman et al. generated β-like cells from hiPSCs of T1D patients [53].
These T1D β-like cells were observed to respond to glucose challenges
both in vitro and in vivo, and to anti-diabetic drugs such as sulfonylurea,
GLP-1R agonist and GCK activator. In addition, the T1D β-like cells that
were transplanted in immunocompromised mice were able to prevent
alloxan-induced diabetes in the mice. Furthermore, the T1D and control
β-like cells responded similarly to cytokine-induced stress, indicating
that there were no significant differences between the β-like cells de-
rived from T1D patients and non-diabetic patients. These results are not
surprising given that in T1D, β-cell necrosis and apoptosis occurs due to
autoimmune attack [54].

Recently, Hosokawa et al. reported the generation of in-
sulin‐producing cells from hiPSCs derived from patients suffering from
fulminant Type 1 diabetes (T1D) [55]. Fulminant T1D is a subtype of
T1D, characterized by quick and nearly complete destruction of the
pancreatic β-cells, and autoimmune antibodies are often absent. Both
genetic background and viral infection have been suggested to con-
tribute to the pathogenesis of fulminant T1D [56]. However, the me-
chanisms behind the β-cell destruction remain unclear, since the β-cells
have already largely been destroyed by the time the patients experience
hyperglycemia. The authors reported that INS+ cells derived from
fulminant T1D hiPSCs display higher expression level of cleaved cas-
pase‐3 than control cells after treatment with pro‐inflammatory cyto-
kines [55]. Additionally, RNA-Seq revealed that the T1D INS+ cells had
differential expression of several apoptosis‐related genes including
PARP3, CHCHD2 and ITPR2, compared to those derived from control
cells. The analysis also revealed differential expression in multiple
immune response pathways between fulminant T1D and control sam-
ples. Although previous mouse models had suggested that fulminant
T1D may be triggered by viral infection resulting in a T-cell-deficient
autoimmune diabetes, the mechanisms were unknown [57]. This study
hence utilized the hiPSC model to demonstrate that the β-cells in ful-
minant T1D are more sensitive to the effects of inflammation, leading to
non-immune or autoantibody-related apoptosis.

In general, the hiPSC model provides a promising potential for
hPSC-derived β-cell replacement therapy in T1D patients since β-cells
are either destroyed by immune cells or are more susceptible to immune
insults and apoptosis in the case of fulminant T1D. However, as T1D is
an autoimmune disease, the potential immunogenicity of T1D hPSC-
derived β-like cells in the presence of autoimmunity remains to be ex-
plored. Further studies could involve the co-culture of hiPSC-derived β-
like cells and immune cells from the same individual, to compare be-
tween the immunogenicity of healthy and T1D β-like cells in the pre-
sence of an autoimmune environment. It would then be possible to

assess the potential of hiPSC-derived β-cells for islet replacement
therapy in T1D patients.

Taken together, these diabetes disease modelling studies using
hPSCs, genome-editing technologies and pancreatic β-cell differentia-
tion have provided valuable new insights into human β-cell biology that
many existing alternative models were unable to do so. In the following
section, we broadly compare and contrast animal models of diabetes,
human islets and human β-cell line versus hPSC-derived β-like cells to
better appreciate the strengths and weaknesses of each model for the
purpose of better understanding human β-cell biology.

4. Comparisons between animal models, ex vivo islets, human β-
cell line, and hPSC-derived β-like cells

Diabetes disease modelling broadly relies on three types of models:
animal models, ex vivo human islets, human β-cell line, and more re-
cently, hPSC-derived β-like cells. Animal models include rodent, large
mammals, and non-human primates that are physiologically more si-
milar to humans. Rodent models can range from chemically- or ge-
netically-induced [58], to spontaneous autoimmune models [59], obese
models [60], or animals subjected to high-fat diet [61]. Rodents also
have shorter reproductive cycles than larger mammals, hence reducing
the duration of the studies. Therefore, rodent models have been used
extensively, leading to the development of many tools for genetic ma-
nipulation and metabolic phenotyping [62].

While mouse models have contributed significantly to our under-
standing of β-cell function and dysfunction, there are inherent species-
specific differences between mice and humans. These differences can be
found during early pancreatic development, in islet architecture, and in
glucose response (briefly summarized in Table 2) [27,63]. Differences
in β-cell development between humans and mice lie in temporal ex-
pression of genes such as Sox17, Gata4, Pdx1, Ngn3, Nkx2.2, Nkx6.1 and
Mafb [63,64]. Additionally, mouse islets have a β-cell core (∼80 % of
islet cells) surrounded by other hormone-expressing cells. These islets
also have complete vascularization at birth with the endocrine cells
coming into direct contact with the vessel basement membrane which
contains laminins 211 and 411 [65]. This is in contrast with human
islets which typically have scattered α- and β-cells, with ∼40-60 % of
islet cells being β-cells. Vascularization of human islets is completed
before birth, with the blood vessels surrounded by a double membrane
consisting of laminins 511 and 521 [63,66]. Mouse β-cells are also able
to replicate, with a proliferative response of ∼10-15 %, larger than that
of human β-cells which possess little proliferative ability under phy-
siological conditions (except during pregnancy) [67]. Furthermore,

Table 2
Differences between mouse and human pancreatic islets and β-cells.

Aspect Characteristic difference Rodents Humans References

Early pancreatic development Sox17 Not expressed in dorsal foregut endoderm Expressed in dorsal foregut endoderm [63,64]
Gata4 Required for gut closure Present in foregut endoderm only after gut

closure
Pdx1 Appears before gut closure, when notochord is still

in contact with endoderm
Appears after gut closure, when endoderm and
notochord have separated

Nkx6.1 No longer expressed in tip cells Still expressed in tip cells
Nkx2.2 Expressed in multipotent pancreas progenitors

(MPCs)
Not expressed in MPCs

Ngn3 Biphasic expression Single-wave expression
Mafb Switched to Mafa expression in adult β-cells Expression maintained in adult β-cells

Morphology Islet architecture β-cell core surrounded by other cell types β-cells scattered throughout islet [27]
β-cell composition 80% β-cells ∼40-60% β-cells
Vascularization Completed at birth Completed in the second trimester [64]
Blood vessel membrane Basement membrane only contains laminins 211

and 411
Double basement membrane also consists of
laminins 511 and 521

[66]

Physiology Proliferative capacity ∼10-15% Not observed [67]
Ca2+ oscillation Synchronised response Non-synchronised [68]
Main glucose transporter GLUT2 GLUT1 [69]
Mitochondrial uncoupling Higher Lower [70]
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mouse β-cells have a synchronized response to high glucose con-
centrations, with synchronized Ca2+ oscillations. GLUT2 is the main
glucose transporter in mouse β-cells, which have higher mitochondrial
uncoupling. This is contrary to human β-cells which do not have syn-
chronized Ca2+ oscillations in response to high glucose [68], mainly
use GLUT1 for glucose transport [69], and have lower mitochondrial
uncoupling compared to mouse islets [70].

The differences discussed above have contributed to phenotypic
discrepancies, such as genetic mutations that lead to a diabetic phe-
notype in humans but not in mice. For instance, ABCC8 mutations in
humans have been shown to cause permanent neonatal diabetes mel-
litus (PNDM) whereas Abcc8 null mice are euglycemic [71]. There are
also several autosomal dominant genetic mutations that have led to a
diabetic phenotype in humans but not in mice, such as HNF1B, HNF4A,
and HNF1A [72], GATA4 [73], and GATA6 [39]. This indicates that the
pathophysiology of some forms of human diabetes cannot be fully re-
capitulated in mouse models, which can complicate translation into
human research. Furthermore, many of these rodent models have
gender-specific effects. In some models, male mice show increased
susceptibility to diabetes, and in other models, female mice are more
prone to the disease phenotype [58].

On the other hand, ex vivo human cadaveric donor islets have long
been used to study and model diabetes. However, the major limitation
of this model is their scarcity due to a limited supply of donors, espe-
cially of varying ethnicities and genetic backgrounds. Furthermore,
these islets are of widely variable sizes, compositions, genetic back-
grounds, and quality, which complicate direct comparisons between
islets from healthy and diabetic individuals [74,75]. Last but not least,
these islets can only be cultured for a short period of time in vitro. Al-
ternatively, some human β-cell lines have been established in the field,
such as the EndoC-βH1 [76], EndoC-βH2 [77] or EndoC-βH3 [78].
These cells are glucose-responsive and can be cultured as 3D pseudo-
islets in vitro. However, there remain differences between EndoC-βH1
cells and bona fide human β-cells in terms of β-cell marker gene ex-
pression, such as lower levels of FOXA2, PDX1, PAX4, PAX6, NEUROD1,
MAFB, NKX6.1, KCNJ11, PCSK1/2, and CHGA expression, and higher
levels of disallowed genes SLC16A1/MCT1and LDHA [79].

Although studies using animal models, ex vivo human islets and
human β-cell lines have contributed significantly to our understanding
of diabetes, there are considerable limitations, as summarized in
Table 3. Thus, there is a need for an alternative or complementary
human cell-based model for human β-cell studies. As such, hPSC-de-
rived β-like cells could provide a useful alternative model to study β-
cell dysfunction in diabetes. As described above, differentiation of
hPSCs into β-like cells utilizes small molecules and growth factors that
target molecular pathways to direct cells to differentiate sequentially
into definitive endoderm, foregut, pancreatic progenitor, endocrine

progenitor and finally β-like cell stages in vitro [8]. One important and
significant advantage of this model is that they can be used to study
development and diabetes disease progression at various stages of the
human pancreatic lineage [80]. Furthermore, this model eliminates the
heterogeneous genetic background seen in ex vivo islets when they are
genetically manipulated to obtain isogenic backgrounds. hPSC-derived
β-like cells can also serve as a renewable source of β-cells for large-scale
screening of therapeutic targets, or even cell replacement therapy,
unlike ex vivo human islets which are limited in supply. However, ex-
isting limitations of the hPSC-derived β-like cell model include high
cost of the differentiation protocol, and an inability to reproducibly
generate fully mature β-like cells in vitro [81]. In addition, the trans-
plantation of hPSC-derived β-like cells for therapy could lead to tumour
formation arising from lingering undifferentiated hPSCs [82].

5. Drug screening using a hPSC-based platform

As both genetic and environmental factors play a role in the pa-
thogenesis of diabetes, having a relevant platform to look into these
factors as well as therapeutic targets would be beneficial to contribute
to our understanding and treatment of the disease. hPSC-derived β-like
cells may therefore present as a relevant state-of-the-art model for
precision medicine. If expandable, they can be used for high-
throughput screening of numerous drugs and small molecules for
therapeutic intervention [83]. We have summarized studies using
hPSC-derived β-like cells for drug screening in Table 4.

Zeng et al. performed a high-content chemical screen to identify
potential drugs to rescue glucolipotoxic hypersensitivity in the
CDKAL1-/- β-like cells. They identified T5224, a drug that inhibits FOS/
JUN activator protein-1 (AP-1). As the FOS/JUN pathway was found to
be upregulated in the CDKAL1-/- β-like cells, reducing this pathway’s
activity through T5224 was able to rescue both impaired glucose se-
cretion and hypersensitivity induced by the mutation [51].

Another drug, galunisertib, was also discovered by a high-content
chemical screen in GLIS3-/- hESC-derived β-like cells. As previously
mentioned, GLIS3 risk alleles were not only identified in GWAS to be
associated with T2D, but also with T1D and neonatal diabetes. GLIS3-/-

β-like cells were found to have upregulated apoptosis, which was
ameliorated by galunisertib in a dose-dependent manner. Galunisertib
inhibits TGFβR1 kinase and was able to rescue the inappropriate up-
regulation of the TGFβ pathway reported in GLIS3-/- β-like cells. This
therapeutic effect of galunisertib was specific to GLIS3-/- β-like cells and
not WT β-like cells [46].

Aside from drug screening, a hPSC-based platform can also be used
to screen environmental toxins that may increase the risk of diabetes.
Several chemical toxins such as polychlorinated biphenyls [83], bi-
sphenol A [84], and arsenic [85] have been linked to diabetes disease

Table 3
Advantages and disadvantages of various models for human diabetes research.

Model Advantages Disadvantages References

Rodent models Multiple types of models available Some genetic haploinsufficiency conditions that result in diabetes in
humans do not do so in mice

[58,62]

Relatively cheap and fast due to short reproductive
cycles and multiple pups

Gender bias

Large mammals and non-human
primates

Valuable to study nutrition and systemic glucose
metabolism

Expensive due to limited number of animals and facilities [58]

Ex vivo human islets Most phsyiologically relevant for human diabetes
research

Limited donor supply [74]
Heterogenous in size, genetic, and environmental background
Can only be cultured for a short period of time ex vivo

Human β-cell line EndoC-βH1, 2
or 3

Can be cultured longer than human islets in vitro Differences in gene expression of β-cell markers and disallowed genes
as compared to bona fide human β-cells

[79]

hPSC-derived β-like cells Potentially renewable source of β-cells Expensive and long differentiation protocol [81]
Can be used to study human pancreas and β-cell
development

Unable to obtain fully mature β-cells routinely, as yet

Can be genetically manipulated more readily as
compared to human β-cell lines
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prevalence. These interactions were found via population studies,
which required many subjects and is thus complicated by hetero-
geneous genetic and environmental backgrounds of the individuals
recruited [86]. In order to have better control over genetic and en-
vironmental differences, a hPSC-based platform would be more suitable
than ex vivo human islets to study specific interactions between genes
and environment that influence β-cell function. The first such study
found that propargite, a pesticide, was particularly harmful to hPSC-
derived insulin+ β-like cells in comparison to non-insulin+ cells. Spe-
cifically, propargite was found to result in β-cell necrosis due to low
levels of glutathione in the β-cells. Following this, the authors in-
vestigated whether genetic background can alter β-cell sensitivity to
propargite. They found that GSTT1-/- β-like cells were more sensitive to
propargite. GSTT1 encodes for an enzyme that conjugates glutathione
to various compounds and null mutations in this gene are associated
with increased risk of diabetes [86]. Only a few studies have used hPSC-
derived β-like cells to identify potential therapeutics and toxins in-
volved in diabetes pathophysiology, illustrating the need for more
studies to screen drugs using this platform.

6. Limitations of a hPSC-based platform

As listed in the previous sections, hPSC-derived β-like cells have
many advantages over other models for diabetes research. However,
limitations still exist in this hPSC-based platform, in particular relating
to the differentiation protocols. Firstly, many of these protocols remain
to be validated across different hPSC lines, especially in patient-derived
hiPSCs that are of more diverse backgrounds for disease modelling
[86]. Secondly, while some of the β-like cells generated are capable of
lowering blood glucose levels in diabetic mice [6,9], they are not fully
mature in vitro. Many of these β-like cells are not reproducibly glucose
responsive in vitro, and require in vivo maturation for improved func-
tionality. These transplantations into mouse kidney capsules are also
cumbersome and are not readily scalable. Thirdly, in contrast to mature
endogenous β-cells, differentiated β-like cells generated have different
intracellular dynamics in response to high glucose, such as slow and
long insulin release compared to the rapid and short release in mature
β-cells [87]. Each protocol has its own limitations, and a lack of a
standardized protocol makes it difficult to compare across various hPSC
lines differentiated into β-like cells [8]. Besides limitations in the dif-
ferentiation protocols, using the hPSC platform to study β-cell function
in T1D does not sufficiently address the autoimmunity involved that
contributes to the pathophysiology. Additionally, there is also difficulty
in obtaining pure and healthy human β-cells as a gold standard to
compare hPSC-derived β-like cells with. The current standard compares
the β-like cells against human islets, which are scarce and hetero-
geneous. Ideally, a pure population of human β-cells would provide
more insight into the characteristics of mature β-cells [87]. Overall,
more in-depth characterization of mature β-cells is critical to further
optimize current protocols, in order to obtain a reliable, alternative
source of human β-cells in vitro.

7. New technologies and future studies

Generation of hPSC-derived β-like cells results in a heterogeneous
population of cells due to their asynchronous maturation. The

transcriptome of a diverse cell population may be masked in a con-
ventional bulk analysis, which only reflects the “average” transcript
expression in that particular group of cells. Hence, the ability to assess
individual cells via scRNA-Seq may reveal more precise knowledge and
complex interactions between different cell subpopulations, and iden-
tify rare populations [88]. While some studies have employed scRNA-
Seq to analyse mouse and human islets [89], more studies employing
scRNA-Seq to analyse hPSC-derived β-like cells have emerged within
the past few years. These studies have elucidated more pathways
leading to β-cell differentiation, such as the knowledge that NKX6.1
expression can be activated before or after endocrine commitment and
lead to monohormonal β-like cells [90]. The same group also revealed
that their purified NKX6.1+ β-like cells had a similar transcriptome
profile as mature β-cells [91]. With decreasing costs and improved se-
quencing technologies, scRNA-Seq potentially allows us to identify
more key players involved in β-cell maturation that can improve the
current differentiation techniques to generate functional β-like cells in
vitro, and uncover novel therapeutic targets for diabetes.

Coupled with hPSC-based platform, genome-editing has been used
to enhance the study of diabetes pathophysiology due to its versatility.
Some studies have employed this technique to generate cells that are
universally compatible and can evade immune detection, such as β-2-
microglobulin deficient hESCs [92], β-2-microglobulin-/- hiPSC-derived
blood cells that lack HLA class I proteins [93], and stem cells that lack
CIITA, a master regulator of HLA II molecules [94] or that express
immunosuppressive molecules [95,96]. Generation of hypoimmuno-
genic hPSCs allows us to study whether β-like cells can be rendered
hypoimmunogenic, circumventing the need for β-cell encapsulation or
immunosuppression in patients for transplantation. Furthermore, hy-
poimmunogenic β-like cells can contribute to a more profound under-
standing of T1D where β-cells are destroyed.

As ex vivo islets and hPSC-derived β-cell clumps lack vasculature,
their core is often deprived of oxygen and nutrients, which will lead to
rapid deterioration of the β-like cells [97]. As such, some have em-
ployed the use of organ-on-a-chip (OOC) systems to model diseases.
These are microchips with chambers containing a built-in microfluidic
system that can hold tissues and enable dynamic media perfusion,
which allows for rapid exchange of media and nutrients and increases
cell viability [97]. This system can be used in drug screening [98] and
inter-organ crosstalk, for example in studying pancreatic islet and liver
tissue interactions [99]. Studying how the β-cells respond in tandem
with other cell types can contribute to a deeper understanding of
physiological β-cell function. However, there are pending issues, such
as OOCs having a short culture time, and whether hPSC-derived β-like
cells will be functional in the OOC [74].

While it is good to use a hPSC-based platform to model diabetes and
perform drug and toxin screening, it is also imperative to supplement
the data with in vivo physiological studies. For instance, Zhou and
colleagues further established their findings of β-cell sensitivity to
propargite as well as increased sensitivity of GSTT1-/- β-cells to pro-
pargite in an in vivo context using humanized mouse models [86]. In
vivo data of hPSC-derived β-like cells would be more predictive of drug
efficacy and toxicity prior to human clinical trials.

Table 4
Drug screening studies on pancreatic β-like cells using hPSC-based platform.

Chemical compound Outcome Reference

T5224 Rescues impaired glucose secretion and glucolipotoxic hypersensitivity induced by CDKAL1-/- mutation [51]
Galunisertib Rescues β-cell death brought about by GLIS3-/- mutation [46]
Polychlorinated biphenyls, bisphenol A, and arsenic Increases diabetes prevalence [86]
Propargite Increases β-cell necrosis
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8. Concluding remarks

In this review, we have covered the recent advances in β-cell dif-
ferentiation from hPSCs, the generation of hiPSCs from different types
of diabetes patients for disease modelling, and hPSC-based platforms in
screening of potential therapeutic targets and toxicology testing. Not
only has this model provided us with new insights into the development
and physiology of β-cells, it also serves as a platform to study an un-
limited number of genes with the help of genetic engineering. We have
discussed in detail how this model has shed light on the roles of various
genes in β-cell function and dysfunction, as well as the discovery of
drugs and other small molecules with potential therapeutic importance.
Whilst hPSC-derived β-like cells serve as an important tool, there re-
mains room for improvement in terms of the robustness of the differ-
entiation protocols and the functional maturity of the β-like cells.
Nonetheless, there has been significant progress made in the methods of
differentiation and genetic engineering, and we remain optimistic that
this model will contribute even more to the field of precision medicine
for diabetes in time to come.
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